
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The research trends and issues on view of life and death 
of patients conscious of death by a disease
Ayumi KYOTA1),  Sakiko KATO1),  Kenji NAKAZAWA1)
Ruka SEYAMA2),  Akemi TAKEI2) Kiyoko KANDA2)
Abstract：This study aims to clarify research trends and issues in field of view of life and death
by analyzing the articles published from 1999 to 2009. We retrieved the objective articles from a
Japanese academic database “Japana Centra Revui Medicina” by using the keywords “view of
life and death” and “patient”, or “disease experience”. We analyze the design, methods and
contents of 48 matched articles. About 90% of those are qualitative studies and the exploratory
factor analysis is the most frequently used method. The most commonly used data acquisition
method is interview (40.7%) and the end-stage cancer is the most targeted disease (64.8%). In
terms of categories of approaching method to patients' view of life and death, <view of life and
death perceived by gazing into the inner world> occupies more than half of the total, followed
by <view of life and death perceived by grasping meanings of the total pain> and <view of life
and death perceived from the way of living in the outer world>. There are only a few studies
focusing on patients' view of life and death. The fact suggests that more qualitative and
quantitative studies focusing on patients' view of life and death are required.
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